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In 1866 George Eliot, in her novel Felix Holt, The Radical, referred
to a futuristic method of long-distance transport she described
as a “tube” asserting that, although “Posterity may be shot, like a
bullet through a tube, by atmospheric pressure, from Winchester
to Newcastle” such a journey “can never lend much to picture
and narrative; it is as barren as an exclamatory O!” (as cited in
Bryerly 2013, 155). Although the author was not thinking of an
underground railway and, at the time, the tunnels of the newly
opened London Underground did not have the characteristic
tubular shape that subsequently gave them their name, her
remarks are interesting in that she could not envisage how a
journey without a view of the world outside could offer material
for “picture and narrative”.
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And yet, in the last 150 years, the underground journey,
far from being as “barren as an exclamatory O”, has inspired
countless artists, writers and scholars, and provided the setting
for an extensive body of works of fiction and non-fiction which
could be described as Tube literature.1 Many of these texts
express the fears and anxieties, both rational and irrational, that
a journey on the Tube generates. This article will look at the main
fears and anxieties about travelling on the London Underground
as expressed in Tube literature.

The early years of the London Underground
The building of the Underground railway, beginning in the
1850s, opened the subterranean space to everyday human
activity, something unheard of until then. Previously, it had been
thought unfit for human habitation and had been portrayed in
literature either as the mythical underworld inhabited by the
dead or as a fantasy world in the emerging genre of science
fiction. Moreover, in London, the inception of the Underground
coincided with the construction of a much-needed sewage system
between 1859 and 1863. This meant that they were seen together
as expressions of progress and modernity, but also that, in the
popular imagination, the negative associations of the sewers
were extended to the railway.
In 1853 an underground railway was the only possible answer
to the problem of transport in a town suffocated by traffic, but
from the very beginning the idea provoked scepticism and even
hostility and derision. On 10 January 1863 the Metropolitan
Railway began to operate between Paddington (then called
Tube literature is so extensive that, even though my article is restricted to
works which express fears and anxieties, it can only discuss a limited selection.
1
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Bishop’s Road) and Farringdon Street. It was 6 km long and had
been built using the cut and cover construction method to create
a tunnel only a few metres below street level. The trains that ran
on the line were conventional steam engines and so down in
the stations the steam, the dark, the flickering flames of the gas
lamps, the clamour and the overcrowding reminded many early
writers of an infernal landscape.
The journey in semi-darkness (two gas lamps were provided
in first-class compartments but only one in second and thirdclass compartments) and absence of windows in the carriages
contributed to feelings of bewilderment and disorientation.
This is expressed very effectively by Edmondo De Amicis, an
Italian writer and journalist who visited London and described
his experience of the underground railway in Ricordi di Londra
(Memories of London) published in Italian in 1874 and in English
translation as Jottings About London in 1883:
I go down two or three stairs and find myself suddenly
thrown from daylight into obscurity: lamps, people,
screeching sounds, trains arriving and disappearing in
the dark … We run through the foundation of the city,
into the unknown. At first, we sink into thick darkness,
then we see for an instant the dim light of day, and
again plunge into obscurity, broken here and there by
strange glowings; then between the thousand lights of
a station, which appears and disappears in an instant;
trains passing unseen; next an unexpected stop, the
thousand faces of the waiting crowd, lit up as by the
reflection of a fire, and then off again in the midst of
a deafening din of slamming doors, ringing bells, and
snorting engines; more darkness, more trains and more
streaks of daylight, more lighted stations, more crowds
passing, approaching, and moving away, until we reach
the last station; I jump down; the train disappears, I am
Narratives of fear and safety
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shoved through a door, half carried up a stairway, I find
myself in the light of day … But where? (De Amicis
1883, 24–5).
The crowded dark stations with their sulphurous atmosphere
and deafening noise recalled images of hell and travelling
underground is often described in both fiction and non-fiction as
a descent to the underworld. But some writers described it more
realistically as a hellish journey rather than a journey through
hell. They expressed fears that were real enough on early steam
trains, such as asphyxiation, as described by another visitor to
London, the American journalist R.D. Blumenfeld in 1887:
I had my first experience of Hades to-day, and if the
real thing is to be like that I shall never do anything
wrong. I got into the Underground railway at Baker
Street … The compartment in which I sat was filled
with passengers who were smoking pipes, as is the
British habit, and as the smoke and sulphur from
the engine fill the tunnel, all the windows have to be
closed. The atmosphere was a mixture of sulphur, coal
dust and foul fumes from the oil lamp above; so that
by the time we reached Moorgate Street I was near
dead of asphyxiation and heat. I should think these
Underground railways must soon be discontinued, for
they are a menace to health (as cited in Spragg 2013,
26–27).
Despite all this, the first underground lines were a huge success
and the network grew rapidly, although in haphazard fashion
as individual companies, often American, created their own
lines independently and often in competition with each other.
Consequently, from the very beginning, unprofitable stations
or line extensions were closed and others opened. It was not
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uncommon for new lines to be started and then abandoned.
This became significant in literature many years later when this
‘ghost’ network of stations and tunnels, which makes the London
Underground unique, caught the attention of the public and the
media.
Trains were extremely overcrowded from the outset and
passengers felt threatened by the mass of moving people, but
at times when carriages were almost empty, especially in first
class, they also felt threatened by their fellow passengers. The
fear of strangers has been exploited in many murder mysteries
and macabre stories set in empty coaches on overground
trains, but undoubtedly an empty carriage on a train travelling
underground was an even more frightening place: what could be
worse than being trapped in semi-darkness in an enclosed space
underground with a dangerous stranger?
In 1897 John Oxenham published “A Mystery of the London
Underground” in serialised form in the weekly magazine To-day.
It described the activities of a mass murderer who haunts the
first-class compartments of Underground trains every Tuesday
night and randomly shoots victims he finds sitting alone. It was
one of the most successful detective stories of the locked room
mystery type set on an Underground train. It seems that some
people took it so seriously that they avoided travelling on Tuesday
nights, provoking resentment on the part of the Underground
management, who wrote “a complaint to the editor of To-Day,
Jerome K. Jerome” (Welsh 2010, 48).
Travelling on the Underground became faster and more
comfortable when the lines were electrified and the first deep-level
cylindrical tunnels were constructed using shield technology. It
was at this time that the abbreviation of tubular railway to the
‘tubes’ or the ‘tube’ became popular. In 1890 the world’s first
deep tube line, the City and South London Railway, became
Narratives of fear and safety
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the first standard-gauge electrified railway in Britain and other
Underground railways converted to electricity soon after. The
original trains and carriages, which had been aptly compared to
‘padded cells’ because of their high-backed cushioned seats and
lack of windows, were replaced with electric multiple unit trains.
But feelings of claustrophobia and paranoia persisted. In 1906,
George Sims, in his The Mysteries of Modern London, played with
his readers’ fears of travelling underground, even suggesting that
Jack the Ripper must have travelled on the Underground trains to
reach Whitechapel, where he committed his horrifying crimes:
The series of diabolical crimes in the East End which
appalled the world were committed by a homicidal
maniac who led the ordinary life of a free citizen.
He rode in tramcars and omnibuses. He travelled to
Whitechapel by the underground rail-way, often late
at night. Probably on several occasions he had but
one fellow-passenger in the compartment with him,
and that may have been a woman. Imagine what the
feelings of those travellers would have been had they
known that they were alone in the dark tunnels of the
Underground with Jack the Ripper! (Sims 1906, 72).
If being alone with a stranger elicited fear of attack, the presence
of more than one fellow passenger did not necessarily offer
much protection. In fact, from the very beginning of Tube
literature, we find references to the fact that passengers on the
Underground avoided eye contact and abstracted themselves
from their immediate surroundings by reading, literally hiding
behind their newspapers. In Baroness Orczy’s “The Mysterious
Murder on the Underground Train” (1908), a woman is found
murdered at Aldgate station on the Metropolitan line. The only
other passenger in her carriage had been so engrossed in his
paper that he is unable to offer a description of the man who
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talked to the woman and then left the train, and consequently
the murderer cannot be identified by the police.
Although new electric trains and better lit stations and
carriages may have helped to reduce feelings of claustrophobia
and anxiety, the “invisible power” of electricity generated other
fears, as is often the case with innovations in technology. In “The
Invisible Force” (1903) F. M. White, the first author of fiction
to use the word ‘tube’, albeit not with a capital T, (‘tubes’ was
the common expression) describes a catastrophic explosion
when a gas leak is ignited by an electrical fault. It destroys the
Underground and leaves London “half ruined”: “A roaring gas
main had poured a dense volume into the tube for hours; mixed
with the air it had become one of the most powerful and deadly
of explosives … the damage was terrible … huge holes and ruts
had been made in the earth, and houses had come down bodily”
(White 1903, 80–81).
Other advances in science and technology, which were meant
to improve the quality and safety of the Underground railway,
also generated new anxieties. The air-operated automatic sliding
doors, which had replaced the manually operated steel gates in
the 1920s, become a deadly trap for the protagonist of Gerald
Bullett’s “Last Days of Binnacle” (1925). In the short story, Percy
Binnacle rushes at the closing tube gates, but they shut on him
and “like gigantic fingers, like the talons of fate, they seized the
little man, nipped him smartly and held him, all wriggling arms
and legs, in their cruel grip” (cited in Welsh 2010, 213). The result
is that his legs are cut off just above the knees, recalling the image
of a wounded soldier in the war that had ended only a few years
earlier.
As well as the pervasive fear of being trapped in the doors,
people were scared of stepping into the gap between platform
and train, an accident so common that in 1968 the phrase “Mind
Narratives of fear and safety
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the gap” was coined for use in automated recorded and written
warnings in the Underground. As early as 1919, Thomas Graham
Jackson has George, the protagonist of “A Romance of the
Piccadilly Tube”, fall victim to such an accident. This narrative is
also interesting in that it vividly expresses what we may call the
‘fear of the unruly crowd’ as an uncontrollable mass with a will
of its own, a fear we encounter in very early writings, whether
fictional or non-fictional, about the Underground:
The platform was congested with people from the
theatres which had just closed. Never had he seen such
a crowd. The train came up and George was carried
in the rush to the entrance of the car. It was over full
already; his foot was on the step when the gate was
slammed in his face; he could not extricate himself from
the crowd; the train began to move, his foot slipped,
and was caught between the car and the platform; the
train went faster and faster; he was dragged down and
down, and he knew no more (Jackson 1919, 37).
But the most dreaded accident of all, no matter how unlikely to
happen in reality, is that of falling in front of a moving train.
This is what happens, in the same short story, to George’s lawyer
Mr Harvey, who dies when ‘the mob’ presses on him while he
stoops to collect a document that had fallen on the platform. The
crowd, which is pushing to enter the train, makes him “lose his
balance and fall over the edge” (p. 28) just as the train moves and
runs over him, proving that the mob can be as deadly as a lone
madman.
Mr Harvey, who comes back from the dead to help George
make an important decision, is one of the first ghosts of a person
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who died in the Underground to appear in literature.2 But he is
not a threat to anyone, nor does he haunt the Underground like
the ghosts we find in other works. For example, in Roy Vickers’s
“The Eighth Lamp” (1916), the protagonist, a railway worker, is
haunted by the vengeful ghost of a colleague he murdered in the
Underground. This story is one of the first to feature Underground
staff, although overground workers had been the protagonists of
many previous works (the most famous example is arguably “The
Signal-Man” by Charles Dickens published in 1866).

The Underground network grows
Threatening presences – be they ghosts, monsters or madmen
– are quite common in those works that explore imaginatively
the fear of strangers and the fear of being trapped underground.
The Tube is often portrayed as an underworld from which
there is no escape, or as a labyrinth concealing some kind of
monster. By the 1930s, the Underground network had indeed
become a complex maze of intersecting lines and numerous
stations spread out under London, a real under world that could
not be navigated without a map. However, the network was so
complex that accurate cartographical representation would have
been too confusing and impractical. The solution was found
by an employee of the London Underground, Harry Beck. He
created the iconic map, a version of which is still in use today. It
is a diagram resembling an electrical circuit, which distorts the
real geography of the network (and by implication that of the
Timothy, the protagonist of a popular humorous song “Timothy Tott or
The Metropolitan Railway”, which appeared in printed form in 1883, tells the
story of Uncle Timothy who boards the Metropolitan line and is never seen
alive again. He never manages to reach his destination and his ghost can still
be seen riding the trains (see Ashford 2013, 25).
2
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town above) so that passengers can make sense of the maze of
interconnecting Underground lines they must navigate to reach
their destinations.
Beck’s ingenious map, first published in 1933, may have
imposed an artificial order on a confusing (under) world, but
it could not dispel the fears expressed in literature, for example
of becoming lost or, worse still, trapped forever underground.
Britain’s poet laureate John Betjeman wrote a short story for
the radio, which was broadcast on the Home Service of the bbc
on 9 January 1951, entitled “South Kentish Town”, the name of
a station closed in 1924. On a fateful Friday night “there was a
hitch on the line so that the train stopped in the tunnel exactly
beside the deserted and empty platform of South Kentish Town
Station” and “the man who worked the automatic doors of the
Underground carriages pushed a button and opened them”
to see what was wrong. Mr Basil Green, his eyes intent on his
newspaper, mistakenly thinks it is his stop and, “still reading the
‘Evening Standard’, steps out of the open door” (Betjeman 1985,
138). By the time he realises his mistake it is too late. His attempts
to find out a way out of the station all fail, and the unfortunate
commuter, who loses all hope of escape, is eventually rescued by
two railway night workers. The tone of the narrative is humorous,
but the protagonist’s ordeal is no laughing matter.
John Betjeman had a strong interest in the railways and their
history and was one of the first authors to use a real abandoned
station as a setting, unlike other authors who had their protagonists
stranded in fictional stations or in some version of hell. If one
of the most common fears is boarding the wrong train to an
unknown destination, what could be worse than finding oneself,
literally, at the “end of the line”? This nightmare is explored in
many texts, for instance, in John Edgell’s “All Change” (1982) in
which a ghost train takes its passengers to a station that resembles
164
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a cemetery,3 or in John Wyndham’s “Confidence Trick” (1953)
in which four passengers find themselves on a ghost train that
takes them to hell (and eventually back to London!). The idea
of a Tube train stopping at a station in hell had become such a
cliché that Ken Follett was able to reverse it in “The Midnight
Train to Nowhere” (1975). In the short story, when the doors of
a Northern Line train accidentally open, Janet inadvertently gets
out and finds herself in what she (and the reader) believe to be a
ghost station/hell. She thinks she is trapped there, but in a final
twist she meets a Tube worker who tells her that she is actually
at the Strand Station, which had been closed for a few years and
was due to reopen.
In a number of supernatural narratives, the ghosts themselves
travel on the Tube.4 In R. Chetwynd-Hayes’s short story “NonPaying Passengers” (1974), for example, they sit side by side with
the living, but without ever reaching a destination, in an endless
loop, while “demons disguised as porters glared in through the
grime-fogged windows” of the train (Chetwynd-Hayes, 1974,
190). In this version of hell, “it’s always the rush hour … eternally
… for ever and ever” (190). One of the protagonists of Laurence
It was possibly inspired by Brookwood Cemetery Station on the London
Necropolis Railway. The railway (1854-1941) was an overground line,
connecting a dedicated station near Waterloo in central London to the
massive new Brookwood Cemetery in Surrey. The trains transported coffins
and funeral parties from the centre of London to the cemetery. Although
the railway is mentioned in several works about the history of London, it is
surprising that only – to my knowledge – are centred on it: Andrew Martin’s
novel The Necropolis Railway: a Novel of Murder, Mystery and Steam,
published in 2002, and the non-fiction work by John M. Clarke The Brookwood
Necropolis Railway, originally published in 1983, and which has gone through
several reprints.
4
In the short story “In the Tube” (1923) by British author E.F. Benson,
the protagonist Anthony Carling encounters a ghost from the future in an
Underground train. He sees the “projection” of a man who, a few days later,
will commit suicide by throwing himself under a train at Dover Street Station
(present-day Green Park).
3
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Staig’s The Network (1989), a Transport Police detective, explains
that “it was generally accepted amongst railway men that the
Underground was littered with the ghosts of the dead” (Staig
1989, 168) and in the recently published The Furthest Station
(2017) by Ben Aaronovitch ghosts from the Victorian age haunt
the Metropolitan line at rush hour.

The horrors of travelling on the Tube:
supernatural and human threats
It is no surprise that fears connected with the Tube are often
explored in horror narratives. The world in horror literature is
a closed space and the genre is, by its own definition, one that
describes, gives shape – provides a story – to our worst fears,
allowing the quotidian and the supernatural to coexist side by
side. In many horror and fantasy works, the Tube is the place
where these two worlds and the different races which inhabit
them, meet. This encounter is almost invariably fatal for the
unwary commuter, like Foster in Jeremy Dyson’s “City Deep”
(2000). This short story exploits once again some of the themes
often found in Tube literature. The protagonist, who suffers from
claustrophobia and is terrified of bombs and accidents, is forced
to take the Underground at night and ends up on a ghost train
taking him to a ghost station inhabited by a race of monsters.
In the train there is a retired Tube worker travelling with him
explains that he had been unable to cope with life overground
and had started exploring abandoned tunnels. Eventually, he
had discovered in “‘London’s ancient bowels” a community of
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human-like creatures who “taught him many things” and to
whom, it seems, Foster will fall prey (Dyson 2000, 88).5
The station has been portrayed as a portal to another dimension
or to the underworld, from the beginning of Tube literature. In
a modern urban environment it provides an easy access point
to the underworld and a convenient way to transition from the
real to the unreal. In the Underground the other world seems to
be just steps, or stations, away. A traveller only has to take the
wrong train or get off at the wrong station. Most of them do not
intentionally enter the underworld, but inadvertently stumble
into it, showing how easy it is to pass from the familiar and the
quotidian to the eerie and the unknown.
The reality of underground travel can be frightening enough
without a transition to the supernatural, and fears of violent crime,
accidents and terrorist attacks are reflected in many narratives.
Carl, the protagonist of Alex Garland’s The Coma (2004) is
attacked while travelling on the last Tube home. He attempts to
protect a young woman from a group of youths who want to steal
her bag. As a result, he is beaten unconscious and enters a coma
from which he never recovers. Ruth Rendell, writing as Barbara
Vine, has one of the protagonists of King Solomon’s Carpet
attempt to plant a bomb at a particularly vulnerable point in the
network. The novel appeared in 1991 when three ira incendiary
devices were found hidden under a train at Hammersmith
station, rousing once again the fear of terrorist attacks.6 The
The idea of a non-human race which preys upon commuters with the
assistance of a human helper may well have been inspired by one of the most
interesting underground narratives (which takes place in the New York
subway), “The Midnight Meat Train” (1984), published by one of the leading
contemporary horror writers, Clive Barker. A film of the same title was
released in 2008.
6
One of the worst terrorist attacks in Britain took place on 7 July 2005 when
four suicide bombers detonated bombs on three Tube trains and one bus,
killing 52 people and injuring more than 770.
5
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American writer Geoff Ryman records in his internet novel 253
(1998) the thoughts of the 253 passengers on the Bakerloo line in
the seven and a half minutes before the train in which they are
travelling, crashes. The character of the terrorist is still haunting
more recent literature. In Max Kinnings’s Baptism (2012), three
extremists belonging to an evangelical Christian order hijack
a crowded Northern line train. They force the driver to stop in
a tunnel between Leicester Square and Tottenham Court Road
while the protagonist, a hostage negotiator, is called in to talk
to them. They have opened a shaft to an adjoining tunnel which
brings water in to flood the train and they intend to drown
(“baptize”) the passengers.7

More information, new inspiration
Since the late 1980s, and increasingly since the 1990s, much Tube
literature takes place, at least in part, at abandoned stations and
in abandoned tunnels. It was at this time that the closed lines
of the Underground started to attract interest from the general
public. As a result, an ever-increasing amount of material has
become available on the internet, ranging from urban legends in
blogs to articles and photos by urban explorers and geographers.
Non-fiction books, tv documentaries and articles in newspapers
and online have been dedicated to the subject of abandoned
Kinnings plays upon the fear of drowning in the Tube; this may have been
inspired by the 1940 Balham Station disaster when a German bomb caused a
tunnel to collapse, and ruptured water mains and sewers flooded the station
and killed over 60 people who had been sheltering there from air raids. Ian
McEwan’s prize-winning novel Atonement (2001) mentions the Balham
disaster, and it is featured in one of the most dramatic scenes in the film of
the same title. The film was released in 2007 only a few years before Max
Kinnings’s Baptism.
7
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stations and tunnels. The re-discovery of this hidden network
seems to have had the effect of giving fresh impetus to the old
fears of becoming trapped in the labyrinth and of falling victim
to hidden threats.
This invisible network, which runs parallel to the one marked
on Beck’s map, also becomes the ideal hiding place for all those
who are taking refuge from “London Above”, to borrow the
expression used by Neil Gaiman in Neverwhere (1996).8 They are
the derelicts, the homeless, the lost that nobody claims, the victims
and rejects of society, but also the psychotic and the dangerously
insane. Numerous thrillers feature serial killers who find refuge
in the ‘ghost’ network. Munro, for example, in Nicholas Royle’s
The Director’s Cut (2000) hides in the abandoned premises of the
Wood Lane Tube station which was closed in 1959.9
Authors who want to explore the threats that lurk in these
abandoned places may choose protagonists who work, live or
hide there. They are Tube workers (e.g. Tobias Hill’s Underground
1999, Christopher Fowler’s “Down” 2010), homeless people
(e.g. John Healy’s The Streets Above Us 1990, Alice Thompson’s
“Killing Time” 1990, Christopher Golden and Tim Lebbon’s
Mind the Gap: A Novel of the Hidden Cities 2008), and dangerous
criminals (e.g. Nicholas Royle’s The Director’s Cut 2000). In
fantasy literature, the protagonists are often a lost race, ancient
inhabitants of the subterranean space below London (e.g. Neil
Gaiman’s Neverwhere 1996, China Miéville’s King Rat 1998 and
The novel Neverwhere was based on Neil Gaiman’s script for the television
series of the same title. In 2019 the author announced the forthcoming
publication of the follow-up to Neverwhere, entitled The Seven Sisters after the
name of a Tube station on the Victoria Line.
9
In Frances Thompson’s independently published humorous short story
“The Ghosts of London Underground” (2014), the dead have moved from
the cemeteries above to the disused Tube stations where they dwell in wellorganized communities.
8
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Un Lun Dun 2007).10 In Laurence Staig’s The Network (1989),
which takes place entirely in the Underground, three types
of protagonist, a homeless boy, a Tube worker and a British
Transport detective, join forces to try and solve the mystery
behind some gruesome murders.
Tobias Hill’s Underground brings together a Tube worker,
a homeless person and a homicidal maniac. The protagonist,
Casimir, a Polish immigrant, works for the Underground and
considers it his home. He falls in love with a girl who calls
herself Alice (like Lewis Carroll’s protagonist, whose adventures
also take place underground), who has literally made the
Underground her home and lives in its abandoned tunnels. She
is pursued by a serial killer who is pushing young women under
trains and who also inhabits this subterranean world.
The fear of being pushed under a train is one that many
passengers experience and finds expression in Tube literature
in the character of the ‘pusher’.11 A pusher, or rather a team of

More recently, in The Tube Riders: Underground, published in 2012, Chris
Ward describes a group of homeless young people who live in abandoned
Underground stations in a future dystopian London. They call themselves the
“tube riders” because they play the dangerous game of jumping onto moving
Underground trains and hanging onto them, not unlike the characters in
Barbara Vine’s King Solomon’s Carpet. The Tube Riders: Underground is the
first of four volumes of the successful Tube Riders Series, published between
2012 and 2016. It is the only one of the four that takes place in the Underground.
11
The idea that a “pusher” might have been responsible for some accidents
or apparent suicides that had happened in the Underground is central to Geoff
Platt’s non-fiction book The London Underground Serial Killer (2015). He
argues that Kieran Patrick Kelly, who killed two people and died in jail, was also
responsible for pushing at least 14 people under Northern Line trains between
1960 and 1983. The author, a former police detective, had extensive interviews
with Kelly and believed his claims that he was a serial killer. Following the
interest sparked by the book, Robert Mulhern produced “Anatomy of an
Irish Serial Killer”, a documentary for Irish radio in November 2016. He also
published a book, The Secret Serial Killer: The True Story of Kieran Kelly, in
2019.
10
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pushers, appear in Williams’s London Revenant, published in
2004 and the police find themselves helpless to react:
[The Pusher] and his cronies … were forcing up to
a dozen people a day onto the rails, despite the huge
increase in security cameras and guards on the
platforms. They had varied their methods a lot, changing
lines and causing huge delays. The extra security outfits
were unable to pin anybody down because The Pusher
and his team vanished into the tunnels as soon as they
had committed their crimes (Williams 2004, 95).
Similarly, the murderer who pushes a woman down the stairs
in a Tube station and another in front of a train in Christopher
Fowler’s Bryant and May Off the Rails (2011), and the kidnapper
in Tim Weaver’s Vanished (2012), do so in full view of commuters
and cctv, and are only identified thanks to the investigative
skills of talented detectives.
Since the 1990s much of the factual information about the
Underground which has entered the public domain, has found
a place in works of fiction. In fact, in comparison to earlier
literature, many works go into great detail about the history and
workings of the Tube, as well as the urban legends, mysteries and
ghost stories associated with it. In Oliver Bowden’s fantasy novel
Assassin’s Creed: Underworld (based on the video game series
of the same name), the protagonists find themselves in London
in 1862 when the construction of the underground railway
is under way. They meet two key figures in the history of the
Underground, John Fowler, the leading railway engineer of the
time, and Charles Pearson, the City solicitor who campaigned
for the building of an underground railway. This gives the author
the opportunity to write in some detail about the early history of
the Metropolitan Railway.
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Most writers provide such information through the voice of
a character who has professional knowledge of and familiarity
with the Underground. In King Solomon’s Carpet (1991), a thriller
completely centred on the Tube, Jarvis is writing a book about
underground railways which allows the author to intersperse
the narrative with informative excerpts from his book. Usually,
however, the facts and figures are offered by Underground staff,
whether they are the protagonists, like Casimir in Underground,
or – more frequently – secondary characters who provide all
sorts of information about the network.
Max Kinnings in Baptism (2012) has his protagonist Ed
Mallory work together with an Underground expert, professor
Frank Moorcroft of Imperial College London and they are
assisted by Underground staff in accessing those sections of
the Tube that are closed to the public. Further information is
provided by the driver of the hijacked train.
Christopher Fowler devotes lengthy passages of Bryant and
May Off the Rails to facts and figures about the Underground,
including the story of Betjeman’s unfortunate protagonist
in “South Kentish Town”, retold as an urban legend by an
Underground staff member. The author also attempts to blur the
distinction between fact and fiction, providing an explanation
(and a perpetrator) for a real event, the King’s Cross fire which
killed 31 people in 1987. The fire was started by an unknown
person, who dropped a match which fell beneath a wooden
escalator. In the novel, the murderer, then a child, deliberately
dropped the match to cause the fire and vindicate the death of
his father, who had thrown himself under an oncoming train at
King’s Cross.
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Disused Tube stations (and their ghosts!) continue to
generate interest. New books are regularly published.12 In his
independently published novel Under of 2018 (based on his short
story “Signal Failure” 2016) , David Wailing recycles a wide range
of Tube tropes: a lost underground race, ghost trains, disused
stations, plague pits, Tube workers and even the Necropolis
Railway all appear in the book, together with information
about the history of the Underground commonly found in Tube
literature. In a novel addition to the genre, he imagines another
entire underground network hidden under the existing one.
The London Transport Museum has also recognized the
public interest. In October 2019 it opened the “Hidden London
Exhibition” which is completely dedicated to disused stations
and exhibits archive photos, posters and decorative tiles. The
museum also organises “Hidden London Tours” and events at
disused stations.
Perhaps it is not surprising that the Underground continues
to offer inspiration to writers: its subterranean, disorientating
and labyrinthine nature make it the perfect setting for narratives
that explore human fears. Many innovations over the years have
made the Underground a safer and more pleasant environment.
Every year, about 1.3 billion journeys are made on the Tube
and statistics for 2018–2019 reported only 14.2 crimes per 1
million passenger journeys. In the same period, 5,541 passenger
injuries were recorded of which only 145 were classified as
major.13 However, it seems that nothing will dispel the anxieties
See e.g. Nix, Holloway, Bownes & Mullins’ Hidden London: Discovering
the Forgotten Underground (2019) and Will Underwood’s Ghost on The
Platform: Ghosts, crashes, suicides, murders and freak accidents on the London
Underground (2018).
13
See The Rail Safety Statistics for 2018–2019 released by the Office of Rail
and Road (orr) on 24 September 2019 and the Crime & Incident Bulletins
issued by Transport for London in 2019.
12
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that entering the Underground provokes, and which find their
expression in literature. In life and fiction, the Tube continues to
arouse some of our deepest – no pun intended – fears.
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